
Appendix A

Discussion of Cost-Effectiveness Calculations

The law states that the Commission's appliance standards may not "result in any
added total costs to the consumer over the design life of the appliance." (Public
Resources Code section 25402(c)(1).) This means that over the life of an appliance,
consumers must be better off monetarily (or at least no worse off) if the appliance is
subject to the applicable standard than they would be if the appliance were not
subject to the standard. This concept is also referred to as "cost-effectiveness."

There are two basic ways in which consumers are affected financially by a new
appliance standard. First, consumers (usually) must pay more for a more efficient
appliance, because what typically makes the appliance more efficient are additional
materials, parts, or research and development, all of which tend to cost more money.
Second, consumers save money because they pay less in energy costs to run the
appliance. (There may be other costs or savings, such as in maintenance costs, but
those tend not to be effected by changes in efficiency.) A proposed standard is cost
effective if the cost savings resulting from the standard would equal or exceed the
additional costs resulting from the standard, over the "design life" of the appliance. In
most cases, the design life of the appliance is not changed by the standard. The
formula that follows assumes that this is the case.

The C{ommission evaluates cost-effectiveness by comparing the present values of
costs and benefits. Following is the generalized equation showing how this
comparison is made. (seeendnotei,ii) .

'.

Added '= Added- Present- Present+ Present- Present
(Reduced)

First Costvalue ofvalue ofvalue ofvalue of
Total

electricitygas costaddedreduced
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the Design

cost (if any)cost (if any)
Life of the Appliance

Some appliances use both gas and electricity. Most appliances use one or the other.

There may be circumstances, though not within this proceeding, where higher
efficiency appliances have slightly'higher maintenance costs. A few appliances
within this proceeding have significantly lower maintenance costs; however,
maintenance costs for most higher-efficiency appliances are unchanged since the
fundamental technologies used to achieve the bigher efficiencies are no different
than those used in current production products. '

If Added Total Costs are equal to or less than zero, then the proposed standard is
cost-effective.
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Added First Cost, expressed in dollars, are all of the added costs that a standard
imposes on a typical consumer, including the additional costs to purchase the
appliance (first cost) and any other additional costs such as added installation costs.
For instance, some very efficient gas water heaters require more expensive venting
systems, which are not part of the water heater. Added First Cost, expressed in
dollars, is calculated by comparing the estimated purchase price of a "base-case"
appliance of the most common size and design sold today1 with the estimated
purchase price of an appliance, of that same size and design, which barely meets
the proposed standard. Added First Cost includes added sales tax paid by the
consumer.

Energy Costs assumed in calculating cost effectiveness are based on the costs of
energy paid by consumers. These costs depend 0 n whether the appliance is
commonly used by residential or commercial energy customers. A forecast model
developed for the Energy Commission's Energy Information and Analysis Division
was used to estimate future energy costs. Electricity costs are from recent analysis
by the Commission's Energy Information and Analysis Division; natural gas prices
are based on the Commission's Natural Gas Market Outlook 2000 - 2020,
Appendices C and H. These costs are based on aggregated statewide average
analysis.

Design Life is the expected life of the appliance. In most cases the expected life
does not change with a new standard. There are, however, notable exceptions such
as lamps. In these cases, the cost effectiveness calculation becomes more
complicated. For instance, if the base case lamp has a two year life and the more
efficient lamp has a ten year life, the comparison is made over ten years and
assumes, for the base case, that the lamp is replaced four times in the ten years.

Discount Rate is based on the real after-tax cost of capital for building owners or
purchasers of commercial equipment on the basis that major purchases can be
funded through financing with tax deductible interest. A simple way to estimate the
discount rate is shown by the following examples:

1 For those appliances for which a minimum performance standard already exists, the "base-case"
appliance typically is one that just complies with that standard.
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Estimated Discount Rate. 30-Year Fixed Rate Home Loan

6.04% interest rate for loan
X 63.00% tax effect (assuming 28% federal tax rate and 7.75% state tax

rate)
= 3.81% after-tax interest rate

1.74% inflation rate (seeendnoteiii)-----
= 2.07% real after-tax discount rate

Estimated Discount Rate. $10.000 Home Equity Loan

6.83% interest rate for loan
X 63.00% tax effect (assuming 28% federal tax rate and 7.75% state tax

rate)
= 4.30% after-tax interest rate

1.74% inflation rate (see endnote iii)-----
= 2.56% real after-tax discount rate

Estimated Discount Rate. Credit Union 7-Year Fixed Home Equity Loan

4.99% interest rate for loan
X 63.00% tax effect (assuming 28% federal tax rate and 7.75% state tax

rate)
= 3.14% after-tax interest rate

1.74% inflation rate (see endnote iii)-----
= 1.40% real after-tax discount rate

Estimated Discount Rate. Credit Union 20-Year Fixed Home Equity Loan

6.99% interest rate for loan
X 63.00% tax effect (assuming 28% federal tax rate am 7.75% state tax

rate) .
= 4.40% after-tax interest rate

___ 1_._74_%_0inflation rate (see endnote iii)

= 2.66% real after-tax discount rate
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Estimated Discount Rate, SAFE Credit Union Visa Platinum Credit Card

6.90% Annual Percentage Rate
X 0.00% tax effect (not applicable for norrmortgage or norrequity loan)
= 6.90% after-tax interest rate

1.74% inflation rate (see endnote Hi)-----
= 5.16% real after-tax discount rate

The average of the current wide-ranging interest rates shown in the above examples
is 2.77%.

Different assumptions for the interest rate, tax rate, and inflation rate could yield
different discount rates, but the 3 percent rate is plausible for reasonable
combinations of assumptions, ~ince higher interest rates would be correlated with
higher inflation rates. (see endnote IV)

The Present Value of a dollar of savings (or costs) in each future year is calculated
by reducing the savings (or costs) by the Discount Rate.

The equation for determining the present value of a dollar in a future year is:

Future Value

Pr esentValue = (1 + DiscountRate)

The present value for one year is then:

1

Pr esentValue = ( ) = 0.9708741+ 0.03

The Present Value of a dollar saved (or spent) two years from now is:

1

Pr esentValue = ( )2 = 0.9425961+0.03

and so on. All costs and savings that occur in any year other than the first year of the
Design Life are reduced to a present value.

Following is a table showing the present worth of one dollar in each of 30 future
years.
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Table 21 - Present Worth of Dollar for Next 30 Years

SinQle Pavment Present Worth Factors
Year Number

Present value of one dollar
1

0.970874
2

0.942596
3

0.915142
4

0.888487
5

0.862609
6

0.837484
7

0.813092
8

0.789409
9

0.766417
10

0.744094
11

0.722421
12

0.70138
13

0.680951
14

0.661118
15

0.641862
16

0.623167
17

0.605016
18

0.587395
19

0.570286
20

0.553676
21

0.537549
22

0.521893
23

0.506692
24

0.491934
25

0.477606
26

0.463695
27

0.450189
28

0.437077
29

0.424346
30

0.411987

Since energy costs normally occur monthly, but an annual analysis is used for
simplicity, an approximation is made to account for timing of the 'monthly costs. This
approximation assumes the first years cost occur at the beginning of the first period
and therefore are not discounted and then assumes that all other future costs occur
at the end of each period. For example, if a standard is adopted for an electric
appliance with a five-year useful life expectancy, to take effect on January 1,2006,
the present worth of the energy savings (in 2006) is the sum of:
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iv Website, Bankrate.com, May 10, 2004; 30 Year Fixed rate home loan - 6.04%, Home equity loan,
$10,000 - 6.83%, 5-Year New car loan - 5.61%.

Website, Golden1.com, May 7, 2004; Credit Union 15-Year Fixed home equity loan - 5.49%, Credit
Union 7-Year Fixed home equity loan - 4.99%, Credit Union 20-Year Fixed home equity loan 
6.99%.

Website, Safecu.org, May 10, 2004; Visa Platinum no fee credit card interest rate - 5.16%.

vii Simple Payback is a simpler, but less precise, method of calculating cost-effectiveness.
Simple payback = added first cost divided by the first year energy cost savings; The simple payback
period is the number of years required to make up for the added cost through energy cost savings.
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